HOW TO SEARCH BY COURSE DISTRIBUTION

Course distributions are groups of courses categorized by course content. Some requirements on your Curriculum Sheet direct you to choose courses with a specific distribution. This is common for Humanities or Additional Credit requirements, depending on your major.

HOW TO READ A DISTRIBUTION CODE:

The first set of letters stand for the course content type. The second set of letters stand for the offering college. Your curriculum sheet will only refer to the course content type, the first set of letters. This means you can take any course with that distribution, in any college. A complete list of distribution codes can be found in the Courses of Study.

Example: CA-HE → a cultural analysis course in The College of Human Ecology

HOW TO SEARCH FOR COURSES WITH A SPECIFIC DISTRIBUTION:

1. Go to the current Class Roster
2. Search by Breadth/Distribution on the right side of the window. Place your cursor in the box for a dropdown list of all distributions. You can select “any” in the drop down selection to search for multiple distributions/colleges at a time. You may select other search criteria, such as credit amount, time offered, or location, etc. However, more search criteria will reduce your search results.

3. Use student center to enroll and confirm that the course is applying toward the desired requirement on your advisement report. If the course is not applying toward the desired requirement in your advisement report, or if you have any questions, please contact the College of Human Ecology, Office of the Registrar.